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Heart rate and somatic-motor activity (e.g., eye
movements and respiration) in dogs, cats, and hu-
mans demonstrate close covariation, with a vari-
ety of behavioral paradigms (e.g., classical condi-
tioning) indicating that heart rate is not invariably
linked to psychological states involving attention.
emotion, or motivation. [The Science Citation In-
dex® (5Cla) and the Social Sciences Citation Index®
(SSCI®) indicate that this paper has been cited in
over 185 publications.]
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It should be noted that the article at-
tempted to correct a bias in the way we (be-
havioral scientists and social scientists) had,
up until the time it was written, viewed the
autonomic nervous system. The data cited
to substantiate our arguments were from a
series of simple studies with humans evalu-
ating heart rate (HR) changes, both increases
and decreases, which covary with somatic-
motor changes such as eye movement and
blinks, body movements, and electromyo-
gram (EMG) activity associated with mouth
movements (e.g., swallowing, opening and
closing the mouth). The relationship is so
pervasive and consistently seen as to force
us to conclude that both HR and somatic-

motor effects have a common initiation and
central nervous system mechanism of con-
trol, as in exercise. In this case, HR appears
to be under vagal or parasympathetic con-
trol. With respect to sympathetic control,
our suggestion was to measure myocardial
contractibility, which could be indexed by a
rate of change measure such as the change
in carotid pressure over time.

As to why the paper met with such suc-
cess, I would guess it provides a novel way
of understanding how operant conditioning
and biofeedback could modify HR without
resorting to some sort of mystical explana-
tion like, for example, the operant contin-
gency, which leaves most biologically ori-
ented investigatorsquite unsatisfied. I might
note that the popularity of the article is fur-
ther testified to by the fact that it was pub-
lished in total in a book entitled Psycho-
physiology.
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The paper was conceived because of my
unhappiness with the way mediation was be-
ing used in psychophysiology. In the process
of reviewing a manuscript, I wrote a brief
editorial to the authors on this subject, but I
recommended that the article be published.
The editor of the journal was so impressed
with my editorial that he invited me to write
this article, which I managed to do with the
editorial assistanceof two graduate students
and the help of two colleagues.

I ran into no obstacles getting the paper
published, although some readers couldn’t
bring themselves to accept our conclusions.
One even wrote me that “your work and
thinking is [sic] impressive but it unnervesa
lot of your friends.” An equally important
result, the cardiac-somatic relationship,
which is a spin-off term from this article, has
become part of our vocabulary, and most in-
vestigators seem to accept its thrust.
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